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Introduction12
The excavations carried out in 2013–2014 were continuation of research conducted in site 1 at 
Michałowice since 2008. A total of 122 archaeolo�ical features have been discovered so far, most 
of them linked with a Pr�eworsk culture cemetery. The site has also yielded Tr�ciniec culture 
inhumation burials of humans and animals and Lusatian culture cremation burials, as well as 
a number of pits of undetermined chronolo�y �cf. Pikulski, �a��rska�Tele�a 2011; �a��rska�
Tele�a, Bulas, Pikulski, S�c�epanek 2011; �a��rska�Tele�a, Pikulski, Bulas, S�c�epanek 2012; 
�a��rska�Tele�a, Pikulski 2014; �a��rska�Tele�a, Pikulski, S�c�epanek 2015) �Fi�. 1–2).3
The research in 2013 was concentrated in the south�western part of the site. Amon� the 
explored features were ten si�nificantly dama�ed features which, after preliminary analysis, 
should be linked with the Lusatian culture, as well as three �roove features, cremation burials, 
and an inhumation burial, all linked with the Pr�eworsk culture cemetery. In 2014 two features 
of non�anthropo�enic nature were discovered.
1 Institute of Archaeolo�y, Ja�iellonian University; 11 Gołębia St., 31�007 Krak�w, Poland; 
�a�orskaster@�mail.com
2 Department of Anatomy, Ja�iellonian University Medical Colle�e; 12 Kopernika St., 31�034 Krak�w, 
Poland; anita.s�c�epanek@uj.edu.pl
3 Test excavations were carried out in the site in 1982 and 1990–1991 �cf. Kac�anowski, Madyda�
Le�utko, Poleski 1984).
Abstract: The excavations of multicultural site 1 at Michałowice have been carried out since 2008. So 
far, the excavations have encompassed approx. 40 ares and resulted in the discovery of 122 archaeolo�i�
cal features. The area investi�ated in seasons 2013–2014 totals 10 ares. The research revealed cremation 
burials associated with the Lusatian and Pr�eworsk cultures, as well as the first inhumation burial in the 
site, and more �roove features linked with the Pr�eworsk culture.
Keywords: cemetery, Lusatian culture, Pr�eworsk culture, Bron�e A�e, Roman Period, inhumation 
�rave, �roove features
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Fig. 1. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Location of the site
Fig. 2. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Plan of the cemetery
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Archaeological features
Cluster 8 and features 108, 113, 114, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123 should be assi�ned to 
the Bron�e A�e �Lusatian culture). They were identified immediately beneath the topsoil as 
small depressions containin� archaeolo�ical materials in varyin� states of preservation – from 
identifiable vessel forms to hi�hly fra�mented and dispersed potsherds and cremated bones.
Of particular note amon� the Lusatian culture features is the considerably dama�ed feature 
108, which contained numerous potsherds ori�inatin� from several vessels, includin� a fully 
preserved small vase with rounded body and two handles �Fi�. 3: 2). Undecorated vessels of 
that kind, with conical or cylindrical necks and provided with two handles set at the base of the 
neck, are not precise chronolo�ical indicators. They can be encountered in �raves from Bron�e 
A�e Period III and in later assembla�es, until the Hallstatt period �Gedl 1962, 23; Miśkiewic� 
1968, 146; Koniec�ny 2014, 117). In the site of Tar�owisko, Dist. Wielic�ka, such forms co�
occur with vessels characteristic of Period IV �Koniec�ny 2014, 120).
Feature 108 also yielded an undecorated, �ently profiled vase, dama�ed in the upper part 
�Fi�. 3: 1). It is a commonplace form in Lusatian culture cemeteries in Period IV �Gedl 1962, 
20; 1982, 22–23; 1989, 15; 1991, 23), and sometimes in early Period V as well �Miśkiewic� 
1968, 143). In the same feature a fra�ment of a biconical, sharply profiled vase decorated with 
incised hori�ontal lines and stylised herrin�bone motifs was also found �Fi�. 3: 3). Vases of that 
kind, with a sharp or sometimes more �ently marked shoulder, less than 20 cm hi�h, typically 
with thin� or middle�thick walls and with a smoothened, shinin� external surface, are known 
from Lusatian culture sites. Their decoration with hori�ontal lines, strokes, dots, �i��a�s, and 
hatched motifs arran�ed in �eometric patterns is quite common, which also applies to stylised 
herrin�bone motifs and trian�les. Typically, the decoration featurin� on a vessel is a combina�
tion of different motifs �Koniec�ny 2014, 121, fi�. 19). Vases of this type are common in cem�
eteries from the older section of Period IV �HaA2) �Durc�ewski 1948, 43, pl. LXXXIII: 2, 3, 
10; Ko�us 1963, pl. III: 6; Gedl 1982, 23–24; Re�uła 1997, 214, fi�. 6: c; Fraś, Re�uła 2003, 
fi�. 4: e; Koniec�ny 2012, 374; G�rski 2018, 55).
Also of note are two vessels found adjoinin� each other durin� the exploration of �roove fea�
ture 111, which were desi�nated as feature 113. They were found immediately beneath the top�
soil, in dark�brown subsoil with no traces of a pit detectable �cf. Fi�. 8). It is worth notin� that 
no bones were found, neither in the vessels nor in their immediate vicinity. Both vessels had 
their upper parts dama�ed by deep plou�hin�. The lar�er one is a biconical vessel decorated 
with a combination of incised lines, dots, and “wolf teeth” motifs �Fi�. 3: 5), a very characteris�
tic ornamentation known as the Urad style. Vessels decorated in this manner occur in many lo�
cal �roups within the Lusatian culture, and in western Małopolska they are sometimes referred 
to as “�ofipole vases” �G�rski 2014, 216) because many specimens representin� this style are 
known from the site of �ofipole, Dist. Krak�w. However, in the �ofipole cemetery these ves�
sels, which were used there as cinerary urns, were considerably lar�er �Żaki 1950, 179–181, 
fi�. 16–18). Vases in question occur in the older phase of Period IV �HaA2), synchronised with 
phase III of the Kietr� cemetery �Gedl 1979, fi�. 5). Analo�ical decoration with broken lines 
runnin� from the apex of the lar�est trian�les was also recorded in the cemetery at Krak�w�
Bieżan�w, Dist. Krak�w, site 30 �Fraś, Re�uła 2003, fi�. 4: e). Feature 113 also yielded a small 
sharply profiled vase �Fi�. 3: 4), a type of vessel which also should be linked with Period IV 
�Koniec�ny 2014, 121).
Very close to �roove feature 111 and the above�mentioned feature 113 other features as�
sociated with the Lusatian culture were found �117, 119, 121). They, too, were badly dama�ed 
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Fig. 3. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Grave �oods from features 108 �1–3) and 113 �4, 5); 
�1–5) – clay. Drawn by P. Cy�aniewic�, M. Okońska and J. �a��rska�Tele�a
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by a�ricultural activity and, as one can suppose, by Pr�eworsk culture features as well. Fea�
tures 119 and 121 produced fra�ments of broad�mouthed profiled bowls �Fi�. 4: 1, 2). The one 
from feature 121 had a ribbon�like handle preserved. In cemeteries, bowls were most often 
used as urn covers or accompanyin� vessels, less often as urns �Koniec�ny 2014, 127). Such 
vessels are not �ood chronolo�ical indicators, since they occur throu�hout the entire period 
of Lusatian culture development, althou�h with the hi�hest frequency recorded in the early 
phases �Gedl 1982, 16). They can be found in cemeteries dated to Period III: at Iwanowice, 
Dist. Krak�w �Ko�łowski 1920, 49, 53), �ofipole, Dist. Krak�w �Żaki 1950, fi�s 52, 54, 57), 
Krak�w�Ples��w, Dist. Krak�w, site 17 �Ko�us 1963, pl. I: 3, 6; II: 6), Krak�w�Bieżan�w, Dist. 
Krak�w, site 30 �Koniec�ny 2012, 378; cf. also Gedl 1984, 57; 1991, 24; 1992, 19). They are 
also known from a Period IV cemetery at Tar�owisko, Dist. Wielic�ka, linked with the �ofi�
pole�Raciborsko phase �Gedl 1982, 23–24), distin�uished by a stron� similarity to the Silesian 
�roup �phase Kietr� III) �Koniec�ny 2014, 127, fi�. 23).
The considerable extent of dama�e and complex redeposition processes in the site are well�
reflected by the fact that fra�ments of the same vessels were found in different features. This was 
the case with features 118 and 123. They were discovered close to each other, in the immediate vi�
cinity of �roove feature 110 �in the area enclosed by the arms of the �roove). Both features yielded 
only fra�ments of dama�ed vessels, occurrin� immediately beneath the topsoil. The conjoinin� 
fra�ments ori�inate from at least two vessels. One is a vase with a rounded body, decorated 
with deep, archin� flutes surroundin� small protuberances placed at the maximum body diameter, 
known as a “pseudo�bossed” ornament. Flutes also feature on the vertical neck. The vessel was 
provided with two small handles placed at the transition of the body and neck �Fi�. 4: 3). A ves�
sel with a similar decoration was also found in a secondary context in the fill of �roove feature 
110. Vessels of that type are known from the Tar�owisko cemetery �Koniec�ny 2014, pl. 125: c, 
241: m) and from the settlement at Krak�w�Ples��w �Ko�us 1982, 340, pl. IV: 5), and are typical 
of the Lusatian culture pottery style in Period IV �HaB) �Gedl 1982, 24); their ori�in should prob�
ably be sou�ht on the other side of the Carpathians �G�rski 2018, 550). The other reconstructed 
vessel is a small scoop with the base of the handle preserved �Fi�. 4: 4). The upper part of the 
vessel has not survived, makin� the reconstruction of the ori�inal shape impossible, althou�h one 
can suppose that it was conical in shape. This, however, does not offer sufficient �rounds for dat�
in� the vessel with more precision, since these are lon��lastin� forms, admittedly with the hi�hest 
frequency in inventories dated to Period IV �Gedl 1962, 44; Durc�ewski 1946, 67).
It is also worth notin� a small vessel fra�ment found in the fill of �roove feature 110, which 
represents a middle part of a vessel, most likely a small �oblet or vase, decorated in the pre�
served part with a band of vertical flutes �Fi�. 4: 5). The small si�e of the sherd does not allow 
for the reconstruction of the full shape, althou�h the characteristic ornamentation su��ests dat�
in� within Period IV �Gedl 1982, 23–24).
In the N arm of �roove feature 110 a fra�ment of a bron�e object was discovered, in a sec�
ondary context. The state of preservation hampers its identification, althou�h one can sup�
pose with certain de�ree of likelihood that it is a fra�ment of a binocular pendant. The arte�
fact obviously ori�inates from a dama�ed Lusatian culture burial. Such pendants are not �ood 
chronolo�ical indicators: they became popular in Period III and remained in use throu�hout the 
entire period when the Lusatian culture developed �Miśkiewic� 1968, 158; Gedl 1987, 20–21; 
Bajda�Wesołowska, Bochnak, Ho�er 2014, 118). Similar specimens are also known from the 
Tr�ciniec culture milieu �see e.�. Panasewic�, Taras 2007, 269).
It is worth notin� that throu�hout all excavation seasons only small amounts of cremated 
human bones, or no bones at all, were recorded in features associated with the Lusatian culture. 
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Fig. 4. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Grave �oods from features 119 �1), 121 �2), 118, 123 
�3, 4) and 110 �5); �1–5) – clay. Drawn by P. Cy�aniewic�, M. Okońska and J. �a��rska�Tele�a
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One has to consider a possibility that the shallow burials have been considerably disturbed 
or dama�ed, a situation also known from other sites linked with the Lusatian culture �Gedl 
1992, 14; �y�man 2009, 305–310; Koniec�ny 2014, 110–111). On the other hand, there are 
no �rounds to believe these are remains of inhumation burials, since absolutely no uncremated 
skeletal elements have been found. It is worth recallin� in this context that in the Michałowice 
cemetery uncremated bones from human and animal burials linked with the Tr�ciniec and 
Pr�eworsk cultures have survived very well �cf. �a��rska�Tele�a, Bulas, Pikulski, S�c�epanek 
2011; �a��rska�Tele�a, Pikulski, S�c�epanek 2014).
It seems that the features discovered in season 2013 and associated with the Lusatian cul�
ture cemetery should be linked with phase �ofipole�Raciborsko, distin�uished by M. Gedl and 
dated to Period IV �Gedl 1982, 23–24). This is su��ested by both the �ofipole vase from feature 
113 and the fluted vase from feature 118. The �ofipole�Raciborsko phase of Lusatian culture 
development is connected with the Krak�w sub��roup of the Lusatian culture’s Silesian �roup, 
and marks a period when connections with Silesia were still stron� in the Krak�w re�ion.4
The excavations of 2013 also revealed five features attributed to the Pr�eworsk culture �fea�
tures 109, 110, 111, 112, and 116).
Of particular note is the first Pr�eworsk culture inhumation burial discovered in Michałowice 
site �feature 109).5 A re�ular, elon�ated �rave cut around 190×100 cm, oriented alon� the NS 
axis, was identified at a depth of 30 cm, immediately beneath the topsoil. The exploration re�
vealed poorly preserved bones of a skeleton placed on the left side, with contracted le�s and 
with the head to the N �Fi�. 5). By the head of the deceased female �see the anthropolo�ical 
analysis) two ceramic vessels were found. The first one is a small, well�preserved vase with 
smooth, black surfaces �Fi�. 5: 1), while the other one is a dama�ed, poorly fired bulbous ves�
sel �Fi�. 6: 1). A severely corroded iron artefact, probably a knife, was also found next to the 
vessels, and a bron�e pin with a profiled head �Fi�. 6: 2) was found to the ri�ht of the head of 
the deceased. On her shoulders the deceased had a pair of bron�e eye brooches �Fi�. 6: 3, 4), 
and another bron�e brooch was found under one of the vessels behind the head �Fi�. 5: 2). Fur�
thermore, a bron�e sewin� needle was uncovered under the pelvis of the deceased �Fi�. 5: 3).
The bron�e pin terminatin� in a profiled head �Fi�. 6: 2) is a unique find. The head has five 
protrusions alon� the perimeter and one round protrusion on the flarin� head’s top. A similar 
flarin� element can be seen below the round head. It is worth notin� that pins with heads 
of such form find no counterpart in Beckmann’s classification �1966), and the only artefact 
akin to the pin in question comes from �rave XX in the cemetery at Niecieplin, Dist. Garwo�
lin �Ko�łowska 1958, 348, pl. CXI: 9), althou�h in this case the head has a double spherical 
protrusion on the top and the flarin� element beneath the head is more ornamental, decorated 
with �ranulation. Grave XX also yielded a fra�ment of a bracelet made from a bron�e bar, and 
a fra�ment of a pendant representin� Stanek type IA, which in the source publication was er�
roneously described as a brooch fra�ment �Ko�łowska 1958, 348, pl. CXI: 10; Stanek 1999, 
332, 343, fi�. 3: 9). Grave XX from Niecieplin can broadly be dated to the Early Roman period 
�cf. Andr�ejowski 1994; 2001; Stanek 1999). Another pin discovered in feature 55 ��rave 4/69) 
in the cemetery at Pajewo�S�welice, Dist. Ciechan�w �Dłubakowski 2005, 45, pl. XLVII/55: 
8), is perhaps analo�ical. This is su��ested by small protuberances on the pin’s spherical head, 
4 We would like to kindly thank A. Gawlik and E. Kolebuk for their valuable comments concernin� the 
Lusatian culture features.
5 The feature has already been published before ��a��rska�Tele�a, Pikulski, S�c�epanek 2014).
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Fig. 5. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Grave �oods from feature 109; �1) – clay, �2, 3) bron�e. 
Drawn by P. Cy�aniewic�, M. Okońska and J. �a��rska�Tele�a
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mentioned in the description and featurin� on the drawin�. However, this specimen is badly 
dama�ed and corroded.
The brooches retrieved from feature 109 represent two different types. The pair placed on 
the shoulders of the deceased are eye brooches of type A.45 �Fi�. 6: 3, 4), while the one found 
under one of the vessels is a A.67. Neither of these types are particularly frequent finds in the 
Pr�eworsk culture ran�e �Jamka 1964, 36–52; Liana 1970, 442; 1976, 140; Kunow 1998, fi�. 
6; Dąbrowska 2003; Rudnicki 2006; Lipkowska 2008; Łuc�kiewic� 2010). Eye brooches of the 
A.45 type were popular above all in the lower Elbe basin and in Bohemia, and sli�htly less so 
on the lower Vistula �Kunow 1998, 106–119, fi�. 6; Tus�yńska 1999, 369; Steidl 2013; Horník 
2015). Their occurrence within the Pr�eworsk culture area is linked with the inflow of what 
is known as the Bohemian wave of imports �Wołą�iewic� 1970, 218; Andr�ejowski 1998, 54; 
Tus�yńska 1999, 369; Steidl 2013, 167). In Central European Barbaricum, brooches of this 
type date to phase B1 �Godłowski 1985, 41; Liana 1976, 140; Völlin� 1995, 233–235; Kunow 
1998, 104–106; Droberjar 1999, 74).
The third brooch from �rave 109 belon�s to type A.67 �Fi�. 5: 2), widely re�arded as imports 
from Roman Provinces �Liana 1970, 441; Godłowski 1977, 10). The specimen in question be�
lon�s to short forms, which in Demet�’s classification represent variant A.67b2 �Demet� 1999, 
130),6 which means youn�er forms �A.67b), occurrin� both in phase B1a and B1b �Liana 1970, 
441; 1976; cf. Droberjar 1999, 141). Alon� with brooches A.45 and A.236c, brooches of the 
A.67b type are amon� leadin� forms of T. Völlin�’s hori�on IV, which are synchronised with 
the late years of the rei�n of Au�ustus and above all with the rei�n of Tiberius �Völlin� 1995, 
233–235; Kunow 1998, 104–106), and occurred primarily in what today is the C�ech Republic 
and Slovakia �Demet� 1998, fi�. 4; 1999, map 42; Dąbrowska 2003, 156).
Two ceramic vessels had been placed above the head of the deceased buried in �rave 109. 
The first one is a vase havin� smooth black surfaces, with a distinctly marked shoulder placed 
in the upper part of the vessel �Fi�. 5: 1). Such forms belon� to Liana type VI/1, and date pri�
marily to phase B1 of the Early Roman period �Liana 1970, 439). The other vessel was very 
poorly fired and considerably dama�ed, but it can be classed as a bulbous vessel of Liana type 
I/1 �Fi�. 6: 1). These forms are typical of the Youn�er Pre�Roman period and the be�innin�s of 
the Early Roman period �Liana 1970, 438–439).
On the basis of the artefacts presented above, �rave 109 can be linked with phase B1 of the 
Early Roman period, more likely with its youn�er stadium known as phase B1b.
It should be noted that feature 109 described here is the first inhumation burial in the 
Michałowice cemetery. All the burials previously discovered in the site had been cremations, 
which was the typical form of body deposition in the Pr�eworsk culture area. However, in�
humations incidentally occurred in Pr�eworsk culture necropolises, as sin�le �raves or small 
clusters, throu�hout the entire period when this cultural unit developed �cf. S�ydłowski 1964; 
Godłowski 1981; Niewę�łowski 1981; Błażejewski 1998), and their appearance has been 
linked with influences from nei�hbourin� areas. In the early sta�e, inhumation in the Pr�eworsk 
culture is believed to reflect the survival of older, Celtic traditions �cf. Potocki, Woźniak 1959, 
92; Godłowski 1969, 113; 1981, 109; Bykowski 1976, 152–154; Niewę�łowski 1981, 54–55; 
Dąbrowska 1988, 143–145; Błażejewski 1998, 23; Mar�os 2000, 255 – with older literature; 
6 In this context we are inclined to accept the view expressed by M. Mąc�yńska positin� that it is dif�
ficult to distin�uish between late forms of A.67 and A.68 brooches based on the shape of the apertures 
on their feet, and that in some cases it is more reasonable to speak about brooches A.67–68 �Mąc�yńska 
2001, cf. also Pieta 1982, 41).
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Fig. 6. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Grave �oods from feature 109; �1) – clay, �2–4) bron�e. 
Drawn by P. Cy�aniewic�, M. Okońska and J. �a��rska�Tele�a
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Fig. 7. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Feature 110. Drawn by J. �a��rska�Tele�a
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Fig. 8. Michałowice, C�arnocin commune, site. 1. Feature 111. Drawn by J. �a��rska�Tele�a
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Lemaniak 2006). In the Early Roman period, apart from the earlier concentrations known from 
Silesia, eastern Wielkopolska and Kujavia �cf. Bykowski 1976; Kokowski 1989, 65–124; 1992; 
Ibra�imow 2011), and from the so�called Nid�ica �roup in north�eastern Ma�ows�e �Okulic� 
1965), inhumation burials started to appear in other areas within the Pr�eworsk culture ran�e. 
Amon� other places, they are known from Małopolska: from Krak�w�Mo�iła; Kawc�yce, Dist. 
Busko �dr�j; Mar�ęcin, Dist. Pińc��w; and S�arbia, Dist. Pros�owice �Hachulska�Ledwos 
1966; Kac�anowski, Poleski 1985; 1990; Na�lik 2001), as well as Tr�eśnia, Dist. Tarnobr�e�; 
and Rosiej�w, Dist. Pińc��w �Demetrykiewic� 1897, 155–156; Wawr�eniecki 1908, 72–75; 
Jamka 1966, 155–157).7
It has already been su��ested in the subject literature that the phenomenon of inhumation 
may have spread via “Marcomannic” Bohemia in the period when the kin�dom of Marobod�
dus existed �Mar�os 2000 – with older literature). These influences alle�edly flowed from the 
upper Elbe basin or, by intermediary of this area, from Roman Provinces, and the very appear�
ance of the inhumation rite in Central European Barbaricum was due to the adoption of certain 
beliefs from the Celts from Pannonia �Wołą�iewic� 1981, 151; Błażejewski 1998, 168, 172) 
or Raetia �Lichardus 1984, 59) in a period parallel with the spread of stron�ly profiled pottery 
style. Recently, other hypotheses have been proposed in the literature, positin� that the spread 
of inhumation in the Pr�eworsk culture may have had its sources in the Bohemian Basin, in 
Pomerania, or even in the Sarmatian milieu �Bednarc�yk, Łas�kiewic� 1990, 53–54). It has also 
been noted that the appearance of the inhumation burial rite in the Baltic Sea basin, for example 
in the Oksywie culture cemeteries, pre�dated the stron�ly profiled ceramic style �Mar�os 2000, 
260), which alle�edly proves a northern �enesis of the custom in question. The inhumation 
burial discovered at Michałowice seems to confirm the “Marcomannic” �enesis of inhumation 
in Małopolska, and this direction is also corroborated by the brooches of types A.45 and A.67 
found in �rave 109, which are considered as objects typical of Bohemia in the be�innin�s of 
the Early Roman period �cf. Cosack 1979, 62). Moreover, it is worth emphasisin� that, as has 
already been si�nalled in the literature, in Małopolska and Upper Silesia inhumation burials in 
Pr�eworsk culture cemeteries co�occur with �roove features, the latter bein� commonly linked 
with Celtic traditions �Kac�anowski, Poleski 1985, 130).
As mentioned, the excavations carried out in 2013 also revealed three more �roove fea�
tures linked with the Pr�eworsk culture cemetery �features 110, 111, and 112). They were all 
rectan�ular in shape and were oriented accordin� to the cardinal directions. The lar�est one 
�110) was approx. 1250×1250 cm �Fi�. 7), and it is worth emphasisin� that it belon�s amon� 
the lar�est such features discovered at Michałowice, and at the same time is one of the lar�est 
�roove features known from Pr�eworsk culture sites in �eneral. At the level of its discovery, 
immediately after the removal of the topsoil, the �roove’s arms were from 80 to 100 cm wide. 
The fill was intensively brown soil with no clear traces of stratification. All the transversal 
cross�sections cuttin� the �roove were in the shape of an elon�ated, re�ular trian�le. The arms’ 
7 In Małopolska there also are inhumation burials dated to the be�innin�s of the Youn�er Roman period, 
known from such sites as �awada, Dist. Stas��w, Ciuślice, Dist. Ka�imier�a Wielka, and Kryspin�w, Dist. 
Krak�w �Gajewski 1974; Godłowski 1974, 43; Chomentowska 1980; Chomentowska, Michalski 1987). 
Rou�hly at the same time, sin�le inhumations also appear in cemeteries in Wielkopolska and in central 
Poland, e.�. in Wymysłowo, Dist. Gostynin, and Konin and Młod�ikowo, Dist. Środa Wielkopolska �Ko�
str�ewski 1947, 196–197; Jasnos� 1952, 16, 45, fi�. 18, 53; Dymac�ewski 1958, 356). It has been su��
�ested that new foci of inhumation may have emer�ed in the Roman Period under the influence from the 
Wielbark culture �Chomentowska, Michalski 1987, 199) and from the northern part of the Elbe Germanic 
complex �Niewę�łowski 1981, 78).
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bottoms reached a depth of maximum 110–120 cm beneath the �round surface. The fill con�
tained sin�le, dispersed potsherds, very tiny pieces of cremated bone �with one concentration 
recorded in the central part of the N arm of the �roove), and tiny charcoals. At the very bottom 
of arm N some small, darker stains rou�hly 10 cm in diameter were recorded, possibly traces 
of stakes driven into the feature’s bottom. It is worth mentionin� here that such traces have not 
been recorded so far in any other feature at Michałowice.
In the area surrounded by the arms of feature 110, many darker spots and irre�ular stains 
were recorded, which occurred at shallow depth, immediately beneath the topsoil. They includ�
ed cluster 8 and features 108, 114, 118, and 123, which were the remains of dama�ed features 
linked with the Lusatian culture. The fill of the feature also contained fra�ments of pottery and 
tiny bron�e objects, remains of �rave �oods. On the other hand, no features associated with the 
Pr�eworsk culture cemetery were found in the area enclosed by the arms of feature 110.
Two smaller �roove features �111 and 112) were both approx. 800×800 cm in si�e �Fi�. 8). 
Feature 111 was easily detectable a�ainst the loess bedrock due to the intense colour of its fill, 
and its arms were from 60 to 80 cm wide. The fill was dark�brown soil, clearly stratified, and it 
contained small amounts of archaeolo�ical material in the form of tiny potsherds and cremated 
human bones. The depth of the �roove’s arms reached 80–90 cm beneath the �round surface in 
the deepest places. A few darker spots were recorded in the immediate vicinity of feature 111, 
probably bein� remains of dama�ed sepulchral features associated with the Lusatian culture 
�features 113, 117, 119, and 121 – see above).
Feature 112 was less re�ular in shape. It was also approx. 800×800 cm in si�e, but the N arm 
was shorter, only 700 m. At the level of the discovery, the arms were 70–80 cm wide. The fill 
was homo�eneous soil of li�ht�brown colour, sli�htly blurred in the lower parts. It contained 
sin�le, dispersed potsherds, tiny fra�ments of cremated bone without any distinct concentra�
tions, and charcoal. In cross�sections the feature was poorly le�ible, had a trou�h�like shape, 
and its depth reached 90 cm beneath the �round surface at maximum. In the central part of the 
southern arm, remains of a badly dama�ed cremation burial were identified �feature 116), most 
likely secondarily du� into the �roove’s arm. Feature 116 contained a �reat number of hi�hly 
burnt potsherds ori�inatin� from several vessels, and a considerable amount of cremated hu�
man bone. Also found in this feature were fra�ments of what was probably an A.IV brooch, 
numerous lumps of melted bron�e, and fra�ments of bron�e and iron artefacts. A bron�e pin 
discovered above the cluster of pottery and bones most likely also connects with this feature. 
The discovered artefacts, which included amon� others elements of weaponry, su��est this 
was a male burial, which has also been confirmed by the anthropolo�ical analysis �see below). 
The �roove features presented above yielded only few, tiny, and uncharacteristic fra�ments 
of pottery, which makes it impossible to determine the time when they were in use. More li�ht 
on this issue can be shed by the analysis of their spatial relationship to other features, first of 
all to well�furnished �raves. The arran�ement of the �roove features discovered thus far in the 
Michałowice cemetery seems to su��est that they were all established and used rou�hly at the 
same time, or in only small chronolo�ical distance. It needs to be emphasised that none of the 
�roove features cut into another �roove feature, nor into any of the Pr�eworsk culture �raves, 
which allows for a conclusion that the �roove features are �enerally older than the individual 
burials. All the �roove features are precisely oriented alon� the cardinal directions, and form 
distinct rows. It is also worth notin� that the lar�est two features �90 and 110) are situated at 
the opposite ends of the cemetery, in the NE and SW. Naturally, the recorded arran�ement may 
be coincidental and stem from the fact that the cemetery has been si�nificantly dama�ed �e.�. 
the NW part is under present�day buildin�s). Nevertheless, the location of two other features: 
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inhumation grave 109 presented above and symbolic partial burial 78, is also interesting (cf. 
Zagórska-Telega, Pikulski, Szczepanek 2014; Zagórska-Telega 2018). Both these features fit 
perfectly into the spatial arrangement of the site, are oriented along the cardinal directions (ex-
actly as the groove features), and were found in-between groove features. The elongated shape 
of feature 55 may have possibly also been determined by the close proximity to inhumation 
grave 109. It seems justified to propose that groove feature 55 was intentionally “aligned” to 
the place where it was established, so that it would not damage feature 109. Artefacts retrieved 
from features 78 and 109, which included brooches A.45 and A.67 (feature 109) and A.68 
(feature 78) allow these features to be dated to developed phase B1 (B1b) of the Early Roman 
period (cf. Zagórska-Telega, Pikulski, Szczepanek 2014; Zagórska-Telega 2018). Therefore, 
the time when the groove features from Michałowice were used should be determined as the 
same period, or slightly earlier.
On the other hand, despite the discovery in 2013 of new groove features in the Michałowice 
cemetery, the genesis and function of such features still remain unexplained (cf. Pikulski, 
Zagórska-Telega 2011; Zagórska-Telega, Pikulski 2014 – with older literature).
Natural features
The excavations conducted in 2014 did not reveal any archaeological features, only single 
fragments of pottery and bone, and metal objects were found. Among uncontexted artefacts 
recovered from the investigated area were small iron fittings, a bucket-shaped pendant, and 
a fragment of a pin, possibly from a brooch. However, it cannot be determined whether these 
objects originally belonged to damaged Lusatian culture and Przeworsk culture features pos-
sibly once existing in this place, or were redeposited there by ploughing from some other place.
Among the results of season 2014, the discovery of two features interpreted as natural fea-
tures merits attention and discussion. The first one was discovered in the NE part of the ex-
plored area. After removing the topsoil, a round, dark-brown area of subsoil was recorded, 
whose colour and consistence were different than the topsoil layer. The exploration of succes-
sive arbitrary layers from a depth of 30 cm to approx. 50 cm revealed soil which in terms of 
colour and consistence resembled a so-called buried humus layer, which was already identi-
fied at Michałowice in preceding seasons – among other places, in a natural closed depres-
sion (Zagórska-Telega, Pikulski, Szczepanek 2015, 158–161). It is worth mentioning that the 
diameter of the feature diminished systematically with each explored level, reaching 1000 cm 
at a depth of 50 cm. In a provisional northern cross-section, which has not been documented, 
the feature resembled a trough in shape. The northern part of the feature was left unexplored for 
possible geomorphological research in future.
In addition, a decision was made in 2014 to excavate a fragment of a filled-back loess ravine, 
a part of which, as shown by geomagnetic prospection, was within the opened trench.8 Such 
features are common in loess areas and have already been described in detail in the subject lit-
erature (cf. Jahn 1950; Gilewska 1959; Kruk 1971; Brodzikowski, Van Loon 1991; Kościelniak 
2003).
8 The geomagnetic survey was part of a broader research program carried out by Piotr Wroniecki, at 
Michałowice site 1, among other places (cf. Wroniecki 2012). Previously, geophysical surveys were also 
performed at Michałowice by the teams led by Łukasz Porzuczek and Marcin M. Przybyła.
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In light of the results of surveys using non-invasive methods, the ravine in question follows 
through the entire W part of the site, along the N-S axis. Therefore, the aim of the excavation 
was to gather data concerning its characteristics, and possibly determine the moment when 
it ceased to function, in the context of the nearby cemeteries dated to the Bronze and Iron 
Ages. After removing the topsoil, a homogeneous dark layer with no detectable boundaries 
was recorded at a depth of 30 cm in the E part of the main trench. It was only at a depth of 
70–80 cm that the outlines of an elongated structure running N-S were identified. At this depth, 
the structure had irregular and in places blurred boundaries, and its width counted W to E could 
be estimated as approx. 500 cm. At the later stages of exploration, when the bottom part of the 
structure was identified at a depth of 110 cm, two poorly detectable grooves were recorded in 
the structure’s central part, which also followed the N-S line. These grooves seem to be traces 
of ruts left by wheeled vehicles, perhaps horse-driven carts. Such rut traces are known from 
other places in loess uplands (Kruk 1971, 266). The shape of the structure recorded in the N 
wall of the trench resembled a trough, and the fill was clearly heterogenous and stratified. The 
total depth of the structure calculated from the ground surface was approx. 160 cm.
At the present stage of research it is very difficult to attempt dating the discussed structure. 
Its exploration revealed sparse fragments of various kind of artefacts. As for the fill, the upper 
part in particular, it seems probable that it formed as a result of destruction of top deposits in 
the site, in which shallow burials may have been placed. Soil from this area could have filled 
the ravine when the site was levelled. Therefore, the apparent lack of archaeological features 
may be a picture distorted by complex soil processes occurring in this part of the site in the 
past. The discovery in the ravine’s fill of single artefacts originating from the Roman period 
may be indicative of Roman period burials in the vicinity. Perhaps these artefacts originate 
from another part of the site, more to the N from the investigated area, which is now under 
buildings belonging to a nearby farmstead, and they could have found their way to the ravine 
due to slope processes.
Uncovered in 2014, the area devoid of archaeological features can be interpreted in two 
ways: as proof for reaching the NW boundary of the site, or as an area left unused while the 
sepulchral activity was shifted further, to a part of the site where loess ravines did not interfere 
with establishing the burials.
Anthropological analysis
The anthropological analysis followed the methodology proper for inhumation (White, Folkens 
2005) and cremation (Fairgrieve 2008) burials. This report encompasses the materials from 
graves attributed to the Lusatian and Przeworsk cultures.
Lusatian culture
Cremated bones from four Lusatian culture features have survived. Due to considerable dam-
age and small amounts of bone, which could have got into the features accidentally, it is dif-
ficult to determine whether all four features were cremation burials. Only in feature 118 was 
a slightly greater amount of bone found – 16 g. However, the good preservation of uncremated 
bones in Trzciniec and Przeworsk culture graves suggests that at least single skeletal elements, 
e.g. tooth enamel, should have survived.
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Feature 108
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 0.2 g
Very tiny fragment of a long bone shaft survived, belonging to an individual of undetermined 
age and sex.
Feature 118
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 16 g
Very tiny fragments of delicate bones from the skullcap and long bone shafts of a child aged 
Infans I, of undetermined sex.
Feature 119
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 0.5 g
Very tiny fragments of long bone shafts, belonging to an individual of undetermined age and 
sex.
Feature 121
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 6 g
Very tiny fragments of long bone shafts, belonging to an adult individual of undetermined sex.
Przeworsk culture
The analysed anthropological remains originated from one inhumation grave, one cremation 
grave dug into a groove feature, and three groove features.
Feature 109 – inhumation burial
 The skeleton is very poorly preserved. The surviving elements include the following: a deli-
cate, secondarily damaged cranial vault with partially obliterated sutures; a small right mas-
toid process; squamous part of occipital bone with poorly expressed nuchal lines; right part 
of a delicate mandible. Permanent teeth with heavily attrition were preserved: right and left 
P1 and P2 from the mandible, and P2, M1, and M3 from the right maxilla. The postcranial 
skeleton is represented by articular processes of cervical vertebrae, fragments of shafts of 
two lumbar vertebrae, and fragments of right and left ribs. Elements of upper limbs included 
the shaft of the right clavicle with the sternal and acromial ends damaged, left clavicle with 
the sternal end damaged, fragments of the left and right scapulas, and left coracoidal process. 
There also is the diaphysis of the right humerus with both the proximal and distal epiphyses 
damaged, diaphysis from the radius and right ulna with damaged epiphyses, and a fragment 
of diaphysis from the left radius. The deltoid tuberosity on the diaphysis of the surviving, 
right humerus is relatively well-developed. The lower limbs are represented by fragments of 
right and left hip bones with wide greater sciatic notch, the diaphysis of the left femur with 
epiphyses damaged, a fragment of the diaphysis of the right femur with the proximal epiphy-
sis damaged, and fragments of diaphyses of tibiae and fibulae. The linea aspera is moderately 
marked on the diaphyses of the femoral bones.
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 The preserved elements of the skeleton allowed the age at death of the deceased to be estab-
lished as approx. 40 years (Maturus). The dimorphic traits point to a female. The maximum 
length of the humerus measured in situ allowed the intravital body height to be estimated as 
around 150 cm (using Pearson 1899).
 In addition, fragments of strongly charred shafts of long bones belonging to an adult were 
found in the northern part of the feature. They most likely did not belong to the analysed 
remains, have found their way to the grave by accident.
Feature 116 – cremation burial
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 320 g
Massive fragments of the skullcap with partially obliterated sutures, fragments of roots of 
permanent teeth, and fragments of shafts and epiphyses of long bones. The surviving ele-
ments allowed for a conclusion that the bones belonged to a male approx. 40–50 years of age 
(Maturus).
Groove feature 110
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 175.7 g
Tiny fragments of the skullcap, fragment of a root of a permanent molar, and fragments of 
shafts and epiphyses of long bones. The surviving elements allowed for a conclusion that the 
bones belonged to an adult individual of undetermined sex. The massiveness of some of the 
long bone shafts points to a male.
Groove feature 111
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 26.5 g
Tiny fragments of skullcap bones, and very tiny fragments of shafts and epiphyses of long 
bones. The surviving elements allowed for a conclusion that the bones belonged to an adult 
individual of undetermined sex.
Groove feature 112
Bones strongly and evenly charred, of crème colour.
Bone weight: 12.7 g
Very tiny fragments of shafts and epiphyses of long bones. The surviving elements allowed for 
a conclusion that the bones most likely belonged to an adult individual of undetermined sex.
The groove features contained varying amounts of typically highly dispersed bone. Apart 
from dispersed bone fragments, in the best preserved feature, 110, one larger concentration of 
bones was identified in the central part of the N arm. The anthropological conclusions concern-
ing bone materials from the groove features were based on the determinations of the smallest 
possible number of individuals buried there, assessed by the observation of diagnostic ele-
ments. In all these features bones were highly fragmented and there were no bone elements 
identified that could allow for distinguishing remains belonging to different individuals. How-
ever, this lack of anthropological grounds cannot be seen as conclusive in this context, since 
one has to assume that some of the bones entered the groove features accidentally, having origi-
nally belonged to damaged graves or being reflections of some undetermined funeral practices.
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Conclusions
The research carried out in seasons 2013 and 2014 encompassed an area of 10 ares and resulted 
in the discovery of 16 archaeological features and two natural structures.
The majority of the archaeological features are very badly damaged cremation burials linked 
with the Lusatian culture population. They should be linked with the Kraków sub-group of 
the Silesian group of the Lusatian culture, and in terms of chronology with phase Zofipole-
Raciborsko dated to Bronze Age Period IV. Moreover, other groove features were discovered 
in the Michałowice site, as well as a cremation burial dug into one of the grooves, all of them 
linked with the Przeworsk culture cemetery. As well, an inhumation burial associated with the 
Przeworsk culture was found, the first such feature in the cemetery. All the mentioned features 
should be dated to phase B1 of the Early Roman period.
The excavations of 2014 perhaps revealed the NE boundary of the site, both of the Lusatian 
and Przeworsk cultures’ cemeteries, as no archaeological features associated with these cultural 
units were recorded. At the same time, however, single artefacts were found which may point 
to a considerable amount of damage to this part of the site.
The works are planned to be continued in subsequent seasons.
Badania archeologiczne na wielokulturowym stanowisku 1 w Michałowicach, gmina 
Czarnocin, w sezonie 2013–2014
Badania wykopaliskowe na wielokulturowym stanowisku 1 w Michałowicac są kontynuacją prac prowa-
dzonych od roku 2008. Do dnia dzisiejszego odsłonięto obszar o łącznej powierzchni około 40 arów i odkry-
to przy tym 122 obiekty archeologiczne. W sezonach 2013–2014 przebadano łącznie teren o powierzchni 10 
arów. W trakcie badań odkryto ciałopalne obiekty związane z kulturą łużycką i przeworską, a także pierwszy 
na cmentarzysku pochówek szkieletowy oraz kolejne obiekty rowkowe związane z kulturą przeworską.
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